OpenSIMPPLLE Change Log
12/13-4/14

Elimination of a variety of deprecated methods which had been deprecated via inline 'commenting out'. Much of this had to do with out dated or reworked methods and versions.

Elimination of all .jbx files. These amounted to about 300 total files. They are JbuilderX files created with when using Jbuilder IDE in the early to mid 2000's. These had no particular value, and were cluttering up the software.

Removal of simpplle.util. Not sure why this was in there, but was not needed with current Java libraries.

Removal of .html files in the comcode. A variety of these existed. They might have had a use at one time, but that time has past. Therefore, they were removed.

Elimination of the src.gis packages in the comcode. This is direct source code packages used to support old version integration with ArcGIS. There were three of these packages, and they are now all gone. Unfortunatley, this created a cascade of exceptions in the java source code, predominantly in the GUI that used them. For while they are no longer used, the methods which relied on the integration remained intact. 88 errors were created which needed to be fixed.
- Elimination of src.simpplle.gui.neighbors
- bug fixing within multiple classes in both src.simpplle.comcode and src.simpplle.gui

Removal of InstallAnywhere files. There were quite a few of these files, which were generated when the InstallAnywhere software installer was used.

Removal of the Advanced Installer setup files. Advanced Installer premium was used to create the SIMPPLLE v2.5 installation. These files and all found dependencies have been removed.

Clearing out of all old simpplle.docs files. A few of these were javadoc indexes, some others were tutorials, another was a draft version of user's manual for v2.5. This folder has been cleared out and the contents replaced with new javadoc documentation created by OpenSIMPPLLE team.

Michigan
Eliminated Michigan zone. This was never fully developed. It has been removed from OpenSIMPPLLE. The corresponding jar files are also gone. A work around was added to .simpplleMain where regional zone is set to add a +1 to jump over Michigan id. This is necessary to avoid confusion of the static ID of Michigan used throughout the comcode and set in src.comcode.RegionalZone.

Zone Builder
Zone Builder is a future development hope. It was not functional and has therefore been eliminated from OpenSIMPPLLE v1.0. Much of the information was kept in OpenSIMPPLLE v0.9 and is available for limited release. Contact bug support.
A work around was added to .simpplleMain where regional zone is set to add a +1 to jump over
ZoneBuilder id. This is necessary to avoid confusion of the static ID of Zone Builder used throughout the comcode and set in src.comcode.RegionalZone.

changes to src.simpplle.gui.SimpplleMain
From Jmenu Import
Elimination of Run Neighbors. This was the link with .gis. It is no longer valid so the menu item was removed.

From Interpretations. This interpretations were either no longer supported or future development plans. They did not work, so they are eliminated from OpenSIMPPLLE. Where they are hoped for future development they have been added to the developer's guide.

Eliminated
Fire Magis Risk Rating
Stand Description
Excel Template
timber volume

Addition of OpenSIMPPLLE Installer files. These were created when developing a MSI file.

Addition of large volume of JavaDoc documentation. This has been placed in the .Docs folder.

Creation of OpenSIMPPLLE website.

Reworking of OpenSIMPPLLE manual to be easier to access and read.

Updating of SIMPPLLE manual to eliminate no longer functional or deleted code.

Creation of Developer's Guide.

Updated licenses folder.